Welcome to TUSA Sport

TUSA is one of the world’s first scuba equipment manufacturers. Since 1952, our products have been constructed from the finest materials with an unparalleled commitment to design and innovation. TUSA Sport offers a wide variety of mask and snorkel designs that combine high quality materials and several unique technologies to enhance your in-water experience. Snorkeling or diving, TUSA has you covered.
Crystal Silicone
Made from Hypoallergenic 100% pure surgical grade crystal silicone offering unsurpassed comfort, fit and performance. It resists stretching and fatigue from extended use, reducing leakage and the need for replacement.

Hyperdry Elite - Dry Top
The latest innovation in dry snorkel technology utilizing an independent high buoyancy float for superior dry performance. This keeps the snorkel completely dry by quickly and efficiently closing the gasket.

EZ Strap and Buckle System
Allows masks to be quickly and easily adjusted with minimal effort. Allowing for a precise fit and ease of removal when necessary.

Hyperdry Semi- Dry Top
Keeps the main snorkel pipe dry by ejecting water through an independent escape pipe.

ClearVu Tempered Glass
ClearVu tempered glass lenses provide superior clarity, color, transmission of light and safety over standard inferior glass.

High Flow Purge
A large diameter purge valve for simple, quick clearing, reducing, the amount of water remaining in the mouthpiece.

Travel Friendly Blade Design
A compact blade design allows your snorkel gear to be an easy and light travel option. Giving you more flexibility when packing for your next adventure.
**TUSA SPORT SERIES**

**PRO series**

The PRO series features the latest designs and innovations including 100% Crystal Silicone, ClearVu tempered glass and the Hyperdry Elite Dry Top snorkel technology. Designed for performance.

**ELITE series**

Featuring 100% Crystal Silicone, ClearVu tempered glass and the Hyperdry Semi-Dry Top snorkel technology, the Elite series offers excellent performance and value.

**ADVANCED series**

The Advanced series features 100% Crystal Silicone, ClearVu tempered glass and the Hyperdry Semi-Dry Top snorkel technology ideal for the entry-level watersports enthusiast.

**MINI-KLEIO YOUTH COMBO**

**UM-2000 Mask**
- Single window design for maximum field of view
- Fits youth ages 6-12 years old

**USP-140 Hyperdry Snorkel**
- Hyperdry Technology reduces waterflow into the snorkel

Part #: UC-2014
MINI-PLATINA YOUTH COMBO

UM-12 Mask
- Single window design for maximum field of view
- Fits youth ages 6-12 years old

USP-140 Hyperdry Snorkel
- Hyperdry Technology reduces airflow into the snorkel

Part #: UC-1214

MINI-KLEIO YOUTH DRY COMBO

UM-2000 Mask
- Single window design for maximum field of view
- Fits youth ages 6-12 years old

USP-220 Hyperdry Snorkel
- Patented Hyperdry Elite Dry Top Technology

Part #: UC-2022
SPLENDIVE ADULT COMBO

UM-7500 Mask
- Low-profile 2-window design for maximum field of view
- Fits Adult Small to Medium faces

USP-190 Hyperdry Snorkel
- Hyperdry Technology reduces airflow into the snorkel

Part #: UC-7519

CAPRI ADULT COMBO

UM-25 Mask
- 2-window teardrop design for maximum field of view
- Fits Adult Medium to Large faces

USP-460 Hyperdry Snorkel
- Hyperdry Technology reduces airflow into the snorkel

Part #: UC-2546
IMPREX 3-D DRY ADULT COMBO

UM-33 Mask
- 3-window design with enhanced panoramic view
- Fits Adult Medium to Large faces

USP-250 Elite Dry Snorkel
- Patented Hyperdry Elite Dry Top Technology

LIBERATOR ADULT COMBO

UM-5000 Mask
- 2-window design for maximum field of view
- Fits Adult Medium to Large faces

USP-190 Hyperdry Snorkel
- Hyperdry Technology reduces waterfall into the snorkel

Part #: UC-3325

Part #: UC-5019

Available Colors:
- BKBK (Black/Black Sil.)
- CGR (Clear Green)
- CLB (Clear Blue)
- SG (Siesta Green)
- SK (Smoke)
MINI-KLEIO HYPERDRY YOUTH TRAVEL SET

UM-2000 Mask
- Single window design for maximum field of view
- Fits youth ages 6-12 years old

USP-140 Hyperdry Snorkel
- Hyperdry Technology reduces waterflow into the snorkel

UF-14Z Fin
- Travel-friendly short blade design
- Soft comfortable open-heel foot pocket with silicone strap

*Comes standard in travel bag

Part #: UC-2414

BL (Blue)  P (Pink)  Size: Small (S), Medium (M)
MINI-KLEIO DRY YOUTH TRAVEL SET

UM-2000 Mask
- Single window design for maximum field of view
- Fits youth ages 6-12 years old

USP-220 Elite Dry Snorkel
- Patented Hyperdry Elite Dry Top Technology

UF-21 Fin
- Advanced Multi-Flex long blade design
- Soft comfortable open-heel foot pocket with silicone strap

*Comes standard in mesh travel bag

Part #: UC-2221B

Size: Small (S), Medium (M)
PLATINA HYPERDRY ADULT TRAVEL SET

UM-20 Mask
- Low-profile 2-window design for maximum field of view
- Fits Adult Small to Medium faces

USP-160 Hyperdry Snorkel
- Hyperdry Technology reduces waterflow into the snorkel

UF-14Z Fin
- Travel-friendly short blade design
- Soft comfortable open-heel foot pocket with silicone strap

*Comes standard in travel bag

Part #: UC-2614

Size: Medium (M), Large (L)

BK (Black) BL (Blue)
SPLENDIVE ADULT DRY TRAVEL SET

UM-7500 Mask
- Low-profile 2-window design for maximum field of view
- Fits Adult Small to Medium faces

USP-250 Elite Dry Snorkel
- Patented Hyperdry Elite Dry Top Technology

UF-21 Fin
- Advanced Multi-Flex long blade design
- Soft comfortable open-heel foot pocket with silicone strap

*Comes standard in travel bag

Part #: UC-7221B

Size: Medium (M), Large (L)
POWERVIEW ADULT DRY TRAVEL SET

UM-24 Mask
- Low-profile 2-window design for maximum field of view
- Fits Adult Small to Medium faces

USP-250 Elite Dry Snorkel
- Patented Hyperdry Elite Dry Top Technology

UF-21 Fin
- Advanced Multi-Flex long blade design
- Soft comfortable open-heel foot pocket with silicone strap

*Comes standard in mesh travel bag

Part #: UC-2521B

Size: Medium (M), Large (L)

Colors:
- BKR (Black/Red)
- BKSG (Black/Siesta Green)
**REEF TOURER SNORKEL FIN**

- Travel-friendly short blade design
- Soft comfortable open-heel foot pocket with adjustable silicone strap
- Enhanced rib design and multi-compound blade for extra power
- Designed for ease of entry yet secure fit

**Part #: UF-14Z**

- **Size:** Small (S), Medium (M), Large (L)

---

**REEF TOURER LONG BLADE SNORKEL FIN**

- Advanced Multi-Flex long blade design
- Thrust Channel Technology
- Maximum propulsion and comfort
- Soft comfortable open-heel foot pocket with adjustable silicone strap
- Designed for ease of entry yet secure fit

**Part #: UF-21**

- **Size:** Small (S), Medium (M), Large (L)
PLATINA FULL FOOT FIN

- Hydrofoil design and hybrid ribs produce greater forward motion (lift) underwater
- 20° Angled Blade Design for maximum efficiency and propulsion
- Open-toe full foot pocket provides superb comfort and support
- Multi-flex blade provides powerful propulsion while reducing fatigue
- Soft and durable T.P.E. foot pocket for a comfortable fit

Part #: RF-20

Size: Extra Small (XS), Small (S), Medium (M), Medium Large (ML), Large (L), Extra Large (XL)

BL (Blue)
SNORKEL VEST

• One size fits all front mount (Horse collar)
• Approx. 17 lbs. buoyancy (SV-4500 adult)
• High-visibility yellow air cell
• Quick-release buckles on back and crotch strap
• 6” inflator valve for easy operation
• Compact for easy storage during travel

Part #: SV-2500 (Junior), SV-4500 (Adult)

MESH BACKPACK (MBP-1)

• 28” (H) x 18” (W) x 14” (D)
• 100% nylon with mesh details
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Water resistant back
• One carrying handle located on the top
• Mesh drain located on both sides

Part #: MBP-1

Part #: BK (Black)
ACCESSORIES

SNORKELING BACKPACK

- 19” (H) x 10” (W) x 5” (D)
- 100% nylon with mesh details
- Adjustable shoulder strap, front mask pocket, top and side access zipper
- Mesh bottle holder
- Water resistant

Part #: RTB-7

AQUA SHOES

- Great for beach, pool, boats or any water sports activity
- Designed for ease of entry yet secure fit
- Quick-dying jersey and mesh upper
- Quick-adjust pull lace closure system

Part #: UWTS-BL

| BL (Blue) | Size: US 3-13 / Euro 35-45 |
| BK (Black) | |
PACKAGING

MASK & SNORKEL COMBOS

YOUTH
UC-2022 (CLB) Shown

ADULT
UC-3325 (BKBK) Shown
PACKAGING

MASK, SNORKEL & FIN TRAVEL SETS

**UP-221B (GR) Shown**
This style bag used for sets with UF-21 Fins (UP-2221B / UP-7221B)

**UP-2414 (CLB) Shown**

**UP-2614 (BK) Shown**